Tieto and HERE Technologies team up to
bring digitalization to the next level in
automotive, logistics, asset management
November 06, 2018
Helsinki/Amsterdam – The Nordic IT services and software company Tieto and the
open location platform company HERE Technologies today announced a strategic
partnership. The companies will jointly create and deliver industry specific
software and location-based solutions for automotive, logistics and asset and fleet
management industries, to meet the increasing market demand.
Digitalization has opened and continues to open completely new ways for
monitoring and getting efficiencies from mobile objects and assets. Autonomous
vehicles, location based services, asset and fleet tracking and management – all
offer opportunities on a global scale. For example, according to Market Research
Future, the global fleet management market is expected to grow at a CAGR rate of
22% in the period 2018-2023. Transparency Market Research predicts that asset
tracking and management grows CAGR at the rate of 13% in the period 2018-2026.
Tieto’s portfolio of services (consultancy, infrastructure, outsourcing and
application services) and business application platforms, together with HERE’s
expertise in location-based services, present a great opportunity to address the
market with joint solutions. By combining both companies’ technologies and
capabilities they will provide location context to business applications as a
foundation for digitization strategies that allow customers to accelerate their
business and generate new opportunities to stay ahead of the competition.
Practical use cases include proactive solutions for fleet management, supply chain
management and logistics solutions using HERE tracking and mobility solutions.
“This partnership is more than the sum of its parts. The cooperation between HERE
Technologies and Tieto combines cutting edge technologies in 5G networks, smart
cities, automotive solutions and the Internet of Things,” says Tom Leskinen, Head
of Product Development Services, Tieto. “Moreover, our offerings complement
each other in a way which will drive new innovations and accelerate the utilization
of these new technologies. Even the most demanding customers needs in these
areas can be met.”
“Location intelligence is a determining factor to derive outcomes and drive
business goals based on patterns and relationships across very often siloed
location datasets. The ability to integrate technologies to reap the full benefits
from non-stationary assets and their usage is the future,” says Victor van Dinten,
Global Director Strategic Alliances, HERE Technologies. “HERE Technologies and
Tieto are poised to provide these advantages to their customers on a global scale.”
For more than 30 years, HERE has been a global leader in location data, analytics
and platform services. HERE is backed by several investors: Audi, Bosch, BMW,
Continental, Daimler, Intel and Pioneer.

Tieto Product Development Services enable semiconductor, connected device and
communication infrastructure vendors build next generation IoT, Mobile &
wearable devices, Connected car and Networks. Together with alliance partners,
we deliver complete chipset, software and services solutions for 5G, IoT and
automotive. Tieto's Product Development Services is a trusted Technology
development and Systems Integration partner for Telecom industry for over 20
years.
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About HERE Technologies
HERE, the Open Location Platform company, enables people, enterprises and cities
to harness the power of location. By making sense of the world through the lens of
location we empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – from helping a
city manage its infrastructure or an enterprise optimize its assets to guiding
drivers to their destination safely. To learn more about HERE, including our new
generation of cloud-based location platform services, visit http://360.here.com
and www.here.com
About Tieto
Tieto aims to capture the significant opportunities of the data-driven world and
turn them into lifelong value for people, business and society. We aim to be
customers’ first choice for business renewal by combining our software and
services capabilities with a strong drive for co-innovation and ecosystems.
www.tieto.com
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